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A SMOOTH COMPACTIFICATION OF THE SPACE
OF GENUS TWO CURVES IN PROJECTIVE SPACE
VIA LOGARITHMIC GEOMETRY AND GORENSTEIN CURVES
LUCA BATTISTELLA AND FRANCESCA CAROCCI
ABSTRACT. We construct a modular desingularisation of M2,n(P
r , d)main. The
geometry of Gorenstein singularities of genus two leads us to consider maps from
prestable admissible covers: with this enhanced logarithmic structure, it is possible
to desingularise the main component bymeans of a logarithmicmodification. Both
isolated and non-reduced singularities appear naturally. Our construction gives
rise to a notion of reduced Gromov-Witten invariants in genus two.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Modern enumerative geometry is based on a series of compactifications of the
moduli space of smooth embedded curves of genus g and curve class β ∈ H+2 (X,Z)
in a smooth projective variety X, and on their virtual intersection theory. The
boundary of M. Kontsevich’s space of stable maps represents maps from nodal
curves, including multiple covers and contracted components. The genus zero the-
ory of projective space provides a smooth compactification with normal crossing
boundary. In higher genus, instead, contracted subcurves and finite covers may
give rise to boundary components of excess dimension. Even though this moduli
space satisfies R. Vakil’s Murphy’s law, a desingularisation of the main component
certainly exists after H. Hironaka’s work on resolution of singularities. The main
application of the methods developed in this paper is an explicit modular desingu-
larisation of the main component of the moduli space of stable maps to projective
space in genus two and degree d ≥ 3.
Theorem. The moduli space VZ2,n(P
r , d) of aligned admissible maps satisfying the fac-
torisation property is smooth and birational toM2,n(P
r , d)main.
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More generally, for any smooth projective variety X, we construct a propermod-
uli space VZ2,n(X, β) admitting a perfect obstruction theory and defining reduced
Gromov-Witten invariants. We expect a simpler enumerative content compared to
standard Gromov-Witten invariants, and that they satisfy the quantum Lefschetz
principle in the case of projective complete intersections.
1.1. Main and boundary components. The moduli space of stable maps to X (see
[Kon95]) represents f : C → X, where C is a prestable (nodal and reduced) curve
such that every rational component of C contracted by f contains at least three
special points (markings and nodes).
When X  Pr , f is equivalently determined by the data of a line bundle L on
C, and r + 1 sections of L that do not vanish simultaneously on C. Forgetting the
sections we obtain a morphism:
Mg,n(P
r , d) → PicCg ,n/Mg ,n .
Obstructions lie in H1(C, L) [Wan12]. This implies that M0,n(Pr , d) is smooth. On
the other hand, for g ≥ 1, boundary components may arise where L restricts to a
special line bundle on a subcurve of C. When d > 2g − 2 we can identify a main
component: the closure of the locus of maps from a smooth source curve.
In genus one, the generic point of a boundary component has a contracted sub-
curve of genus one, together with k ≤ r tails of positive degree [Vak00].
In genus two, two types of boundary phenomena occur:
• the minimal subcurve of genus two (core) is contracted, or
• the restriction of f to the core is the hyperelliptic cover of a line.
As an example of the second phenomenon, the main component of M2(P
3 , 5) has
dimension 20; but the locus of maps from a reducible curve C  Z
⋃
q R, with Z of
genus two covering a line two-to-one, and R ≃ P1 parametrising a twisted cubic,
has dimension 21.
We stress that taking a closure ruins themodular interpretation ofM2,n(P
r , d)main.
Moreover, its singularities along the boundary can be nasty [Vak06].
1.2. Good factorisation through a Gorenstein curve. Our approach to the desin-
gularisation of the main component takes off from a simple observation: a line
bundle of degree at least 2g − 1 on a minimal Gorenstein curve of genus g has van-
ishing h1; we have already used this implicitly for nodal curves in the discussion of
the irreducible components ofMg,n(P
r , d). The Gorenstein assumption makes this
fact a straightforward consequence of Serre duality. Minimality is a weaker notion
than irreducibility, but it is needed to ensure that the line bundle has sufficiently
positive degree on every subcurve.
This observation raises a natural question: is it possible to replace every f : C →
Pr with a “more positive”/“less obstructed” f : C → Pr by “contracting” the higher
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genus subcurves onwhich f ∗OPr (1) is special? The answer is “no”, since every such
map is smoothable, i.e. it can be deformed into a map from a smooth curve.1
This, on the other hand, gives us a strategy to study the main component:
(1) Construct a universal contraction C → C to a Gorenstein curve, by collapsing
the subcurves of C onwhich f has low degree. This Gorenstein curve will not be
ready available onMg,n(P
r , d), because the contraction map C → C has moduli
(called crimping spaces in [vdW10]); we first need to introduce a modification of
Mg,n(P
r , d) along the boundary.
(2) Take only those maps that admit a factorisation through C : as we have dis-
cussed, these are all smoothable, so the moduli space is at the very least irre-
ducible. It provides a birational model of Mg,n(P
r , d)main, with the advantage
of admitting a modular interpretation.
Moreover, this space is unobstructed over a base that can be assumed to be smooth
in the low-genus examples that we have at our disposal: [RSPW19a], where the
base is a logarithmic modification of the moduli space of prestable curves, and this
paper, where the base is a logarithmic modification of the moduli space of admis-
sible covers. Once such a moduli space is constructed, the proof of smoothness for
target Pr is entirely conceptual; furthermore, the same methods can be employed
to approach the study of different targets (e.g. products of projective spaces, toric
varieties, flag varieties) or stability conditions (e.g. quasimaps).
While point (2) was essentially established for us by D. Ranganathan, K. Santos-
Parker, and J. Wise [RSPW19a], point (1) is at all open for g ≥ 2. In the present
work, we make a hopefully meaningful step in this direction.
1.3. Logarithmic geometry & singularities. The moduli space of prestable curves
has a natural logarithmic structure induced by its boundary divisor, thus keeping
track of the nodes and their smoothing parameters [Kat00]. This induces a log-
arithmic structure on the moduli space of maps as well. It is a natural question
whether the desingularisation of the main component can be achieved by means of
a logarithmic modification; it is indeed the case in genus one [RSPW19a].
1.3.1. Augmenting the logarithmic structure: admissible covers. Our first most relevant
finding is that, instead, in genus two it is necessary to enrich the logarithmic struc-
ture of the base by passing to a moduli space of admissible covers [HM82].
Every smooth curve of genus two is hyperelliptic, i.e. the canonical class induces
a two-to-one cover of a line branched along six points. The hyperelliptic cover is
essentially unique, but, when the curve becomes nodal, the uniqueness is lost. It
can be restored by making it part of the moduli functor. The resulting space of
admissible covers is as nice as the moduli space of curves, but it has the advan-
tage of encoding the Brill-Noether theory of the curve in the logarithmic structure
1The answer could also be “yes”: it has been shown by M. Viscardi in genus one that maps from
Gorenstein curves satisfying certain stability conditions give rise to irreducible compactifications of
M1,n(P
r , d) [Vis12]; yet, their deformation theory is hard to grasp, because such is the deformation
theory of the singularities that are involved [Smy11b].
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[Moc95]. The necessity of such enrichment can be understood already by looking
at the isolated Gorenstein singularities of genus two [Bat19]: there are two fami-
lies of these, basically corresponding to the choice of either a Weierstrass point or a
conjugate pair in the semistable model. In order to tell these two cases apart loga-
rithmically in the construction of C → C we start by considering stable maps from
the source of an admissible cover.
1.3.2. Tropical canonical divisors. This points to our second finding. The line bundle
giving the contraction C → C ′ (the first step towards C ) is a vertical twist of the
relative dualising line bundle. The twist is indeed logarithmic, and the piecewise-
linear function on trop(C ) determining it is nothing but a tropical canonical divisor
satisfying certain requirements of compatibility with the admissible cover, and thus
realisable [MUW17]. We think of these as truly high-genus phenomena.
1.3.3. Non-isolated singularities. Finally, we underline that non-reduced curves ap-
pear as fibres of C , which requires a careful study of what we call tailed ribbons, and
further distinguishes our work from its genus one counterpart. This should not
come as a surprise: first, non-reduced curves can still be Gorenstein if the nilpo-
tent structure is supported along one-dimensional components, rather than iso-
lated points; second, ribbonswere introduced in the ’90s as limits of smooth canon-
ical curves when the latter tend to the hyperelliptic locus in moduli [Fon93]. They
appear naturally in our work at the intersection of the main component with the
hyperelliptic ones. It is possibly less expected that they show up as well when the
core is contracted, as a way of interpolating between isolated singularities whose
special branches differ. The construction of C is concluded by gluing in C ′ the
hyperelliptic cover of a genus two subcurve supported along a boundary divisor.
As a note for future investigation, we remark that we perform both the contrac-
tion C → C ′ and the pushout C ′ → C in sufficiently general families. We wonder
whether a pointwise construction might be possible, realising both steps as special
instances of a more general pushout of logarithmic subcurves, in the spirit of S.
Bozlee’s [Boz19].
1.4. Relation to other work and further directions.
1.4.1. Local equations and resolution by blowing up. It is always possible to find a local
embedding ofMg,n(P
r , d) in a smooth ambient space by looking at:
Tot(π∗L)
⊕r+1 ⊆ Tot(π∗L ⊗ OC(n))
⊕r+1
over the Picard stack, where OC(1) is a relative polarisation for the universal curve
π : C → Picg,n [CFK10, §3.2]. If the polarisation is chosen carefully, the embed-
ding is given by ≈ g local equations, repeated r + 1 times. An approach to the
desingularisation of the main component is by blowing up according to these local
equations [HL10, HL11, HLN18]. It is close in spirit to the original construction of
R. Vakil and A. Zinger [VZ08] (in particular, it involves an iterated procedure and
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a good deal of book-keeping), and it has the advantage of simultaneously “desin-
gularising” the sheaves π∗L ⊗k , k ≥ 0, on the main component, making them into
vector bundles. This in turn makes the theory of projective complete intersections
accessible by torus localisation [Zin09, Pop13].
Y.Hu, J.Li, and J.Niu [HLN18] carry out this strategy in genus two. We be-
lieve that there is a morphism from our desingularisation to theirs; the latter seems
more efficient, in the (vague) sense that the information encoded by the admissible
cover far from the special branch is useless. In [HN20], Hu and Niu reconstruct
the blow-up by gluing projective bundle strata indexed by treelike structures and
rooted level trees; these data are reminiscent of piecewise-linear functions on tropi-
cal curves, though missing both the slope and the metric data. These authors have
already pointed out the similarities between their indexing set and the combinato-
rial data appearing in the moduli space of multi-scale differentials [BCG+19]. This
relation certainly deserves further attention: we think that canonical divisors on
tropical curves could provide the right language to talk about it, and the geometry
of Gorenstein curves could be the informing principle of further investigations.
1.4.2. Computations in Gromov-Witten theory. Naive computations of what we may
now expect to coincide with our reduced invariants have made seldom appear-
ances in the literature: for example, with Zinger’s enumeration of genus two curves
with a fixed complex structure in P2 and P3 [Zin03], and the computation of char-
acteristic numbers of plane curves due to T. Graber, J. Kock, and R. Pandharipande
[GKP02]. To make the relation with the latter work precise, we should first extend
our methods to the analysis of relative and logarithmic stable maps (compare with
[BNR19] and [RSPW19b] in genus one).
VZ2,n(X, β) is only the main component of a moduli space of aligned admis-
sible maps A2,n(X, β), which dominates M2,n(X, β) and is virtually birational to
it. The virtual class of A2,n(X, β) is expected to split as the sum of its main and
boundary components; the contribution of the latter should be expressible in terms
of genus zero and reduced genus one invariants via virtual pushforward [Man12].
This would deliver an extension of the Li-Zinger’s formula to genus two (see [LZ09,
Zin08, CM18]). Together with a localisation computation of reduced invariants, as
mentioned in the previous section, this would provide an alternative proof of the
genus two mirror theorem for the quintic threefold [GJR17, CGL18]. Along the
same lines, it would ease the computation of genus two Gromov-Witten invariants
of Fano and Calabi-Yau complete intersections in projective space.
1.4.3. Logarithmic maps to toric varieties and tropical realisability. In [RSPW19b], Ran-
ganathan, Santos-Parker, and Wise apply their techniques to desingularising the
space of genus one logarithmic maps to a toric variety with respect to its boundary.
As an application, they are able to solve the realisability problem for tropical curves
of genus one [Spe05]: which such curves arise as the tropicalization of a smooth
genus one curve in a torus? With Ranganathan, we are working towards a similar
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result in genus two - where, as far as we know, there is at the moment no reason-
able guess as to what the full answer should be, although a good understanding of
the moduli space of tropical curves has been reached [CM19].
1.4.4. Birational geometry of moduli spaces of curves. In [Bat19], the first author pro-
duces a sequence of alternative compactifications ofM2,n based on replacing genus
one and two subcurveswith few special points by isolated Gorenstein singularities.
Although we do not discuss it here, the techniques developed in this paper also
provide a resolution of the rational maps among these spaces. Moreover, the uni-
versal Gorenstein curve constructed in this paper unveils the possibility of defining
new birational models ofM2,n by including non-reduced curves as well - contrary
to M2,n(m), these models should respect the Sn-symmetry in the markings. It
would be interesting to compare them with [JP18], and to establish their position
in the Hassett-Keel program [Smy11b, AFSvdW17].
1.5. Plan of the paper. In §2 we establish some language and background mate-
rial concerning logarithmic curves, their tropicalization, and the use of piecewise
linear functions on it; admissible covers, and their logarithmic structure; and Goren-
stein curves, with both isolated singularities and non-reduced structures, including
a number of useful properties and formulae, the classification of isolated singular-
ities of genus one (due to Smyth) and two (due to the first author), and a novel
study of the non-isolated singularities occurring in our work.
In §3 we introduce the key player: a subdivision of the tropical moduli space of
weighted admissible covers based on aligning (ordering) the vertices of the tropical
curve with respect to a piecewise linear function constructed from tropical canoni-
cal divisors. This subdivision induces a logarithmically étale model of the moduli
space of weighted admissible covers. It is on this model that we are able to con-
struct a universal family of Gorenstein curves. This process consists of two steps:
first, a birational contraction C → C ′; then, a pushout/normalisation C ′ → C .
In §4 we apply these methods to desingulariseM2,n(P
r , d)main.
1.6. Notations and conventions. We work throughout over C.
Curves will always be projective and S1, i.e. without embedded points, but they
may be non-reduced. Subcurves are not supposed to be irreducible, but they are
usually connected. We call core the minimal subcurve of genus two. We may refer
to subcurves C′ ⊆ C that intersect the rest of C and the markings in only one (resp.
two) at worst nodal point (or marking) as tails (resp. bridges).
The dual graph Γ of a nodal curve C has a vertex for every irreducible component,
an edge for every node, and a leg for every marking (labelled or not); it is endowed
with a genus function g : V(Γ) → Z, and the genus of the graph is given by:
g(Γ)  h1(Γ) +
∑
v∈V(Γ)
g(v).
The graph Γmay be further weighted with a function w : V(Γ) → Z, that should be
thought of as recording the degree of a line bundle on C.
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A graph with no loops is called a tree; its valence one vertices are called leaves
(sometimes, one of them plays a different role and it is therefore named the root).
A tree with only two leaves is a chain.
A tropical curve is a graph metrised in a monoid M (most basically, R≥0), i.e. a
graph Γ as above together with a length function ℓ : E(Γ) → M on the set of edges
(legs are considered to be infinite, instead).
A logarithmic space is denotedby X  (X ,MX)with logarithmic structure α : MX →
(OX , ·) (also simply indicated by exponential/logarithmic notation). MX is a sheaf
in the étale topology of X, and MX denotes the characteristic sheaf MX/α−1(O
∗
X).
A logarithmic space X gives rise to a rational polyhedral cone stack trop(X) via
tropicalization. We abide to the rule that the tropicalization of a logarithmically
smooth curve (say C), which is a tropical curve in the above sense, is denoted by
the corresponding piecewise-linear character (in this case ⊏).
We have quite a few families of curves; usually we adopt the following notation:
• π : C → S will denote a prestable curve, C˜ (with π˜) a partial destabilisation of
C, C′ (with π′) a (not necessarily Gorenstein) contraction of C˜, and C (with π¯) a
(not necessarily reduced) Gorenstein curve dominated by C′;
• f : C → X will denote a (stable) map to (a smooth and projective) X;
• ψ : C → T will denote an admissible cover from a genus two to a rational curve,
ψ′ : C′ → T′ a double cover (where the curves are not necessarily prestable).
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2. PRELIMINARIES AND BACKGROUND MATERIAL
2.1. Logarithmically smooth curves and their tropicalizations. Let (S,MS) be a
logarithmic scheme. A family of logarithmically smooth curves over S is a proper
and logarithmically smooth morphism π : (C,MC) → (S,MS) with connected one-
dimensional (geometric) fibres, such that π is integral and saturated. These hy-
potheses guarantee flatness and that the fibres are reduced. Logarithmically smooth
curves naturally provide a compactification of the moduli space of smooth curves.
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2.1.1. Characterisation of logarithmically smooth curves. F. Kato proved in [Kat00] that
logarithmically smooth curves have at worst nodal singularities; moreover, he pro-
vided the following local description: for every geometric point p ∈ C, there exists
an étale local neighbourhood of p in C with a strict étale morphism to
smooth point: A1
S
with the log structure pulled back form the base;
marking: A1
S
with the log structure generated by the zero section and π∗MS;
node: OS[x , y]/(xy  t) for some t ∈ OS, with semistable log structure induced by
the multiplication map A2
S
→ A1
S
and t : S → A1.
In the last case, the class of log(t) in MS is called a smoothing parameter for the node.
At times, we may have to consider more general logarithmic orbicurves [Ols07].
2.1.2. Minimal logarithmic structures. For every logarithmically smooth curve C on
a scheme S, there is a minimal logarithmic structure Mcan
S
on S from which C is
pulled back; if S  {s} is a geometric point, the characteristic sheaf of the minimal
structure is free generated by the smoothing parameters of the nodes of Cs :
M
can
S  N
#E(Γ(Cs )).
By a result of W.D. Gillam [Gil12], the existence of minimal objects shows that
the stack of logarithmically smooth curves over (LogSch) is the pullback of a stack
over (Sch) endowedwith a logarithmic structure: this is nothing but the Artin stack
of prestable marked curves endowed with the logarithmic structure associated to
its normal crossings boundary, which we are going to denote byM
log
g,n .
2.1.3. Tropicalization of curves. For a logarithmically smooth curve (C,MC) over a
geometric point (S,MS), the tropicalization ⊏ of C consists of its dual graph Γ(C)
metrised in MS; the length function ℓ : E(Γ(C)) → MS associates to each edge the
smoothing parameter of the corresponding node. More precisely, vertices corre-
spond to irreducible components weighted by their geometric genus, and there
are (labelled) infinite legs corresponding to the markings. The tropicalization of
C is thus a family of classical (i.e. metrised in R) tropical curves over the cone
Hom(MS ,R≥0). The construction can be generalised to more general base logarith-
mic schemes [CCUW20, §7], and it induces a (strict, smooth, surjective) morphism:
M
log
g,n → M˜
trop
g,n ,
where the latter is the lift of the stack of tropical curves to the category of logarith-
mic schemes through the tropicalization map.
2.1.4. Piecewise-linear functions and line bundles. The characteristic monoid at a node
q ∈ C is the amalgamated sum:
MC,q  MS,π(q) ⊕N N
⊕2 ,
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where the map N → MS,π(q) is the smoothing parameter δq , and N → N
⊕2 is the
diagonal. It has been noticed in [GS13] that:
MC,q ≃ {(λ1 , λ2 ∈ M
⊕2
S,π(q) |λ2 − λ1 ∈ Zδq},
which, together with a similar analysis at the markings, motivates the observation
[CCUW20, Remark 7.3] that sections ofMC correspond to piecewise-linear (PL) func-
tions on ⊏ with values in MS. Similarly, every section of MC/π∗MS is described by
the collection of slopes of a rational function on ⊏. The exact sequence:
0 → O×C → M
gp
C
→ M
gp
C → 0,
shows that to every section λ ∈ Γ(C,M
gp
C ) there is an associated O
×
C
-torsor (or,
equivalently, a line bundle) of lifts of λ to M
gp
C
. Over a geometric point (or, more
generally, if MS and ⊏ are constant over S - in particular, if no nodes are smoothed
out), then every vertex v of ⊏ determines an irreducible component of C, and the
restriction of OC(−λ) to Cv is given explicitly by [RSPW19a, Proposition 2.4.1]:
OCv (λ) ≃ OCv (
∑
s(λ, eq)q) ⊗ π
∗
OS(λ(v)),
where s(λ, eq) denotes the outgoing slope of λ along the edge corresponding to q
(either a marking or a node of C).
If we started from λ ∈ Γ(C,MC), the associated line bundle OC(−λ)would come
with a cosection OC(−λ) → OC (induced by the logarithmic structure). Such a co-
section is not always injective, but when it is it defines an effective Cartier divisor
on C; when it is not, it will vanish along components of C. Nonetheless, the asso-
ciation of this generalised effective Cartier divisor to λ behaves well under pullbacks,
and in fact a useful point of view on logarithmic structures is to consider them as
a functorial system of generalised effective Cartier divisors indexed by MC (see
[BV12] for the details). See also [Boz19, p.9] for a description in local coordinates.
2.1.5. Alignments and blow-ups. The monoid M induces a partial order on M
gp
:
m1 ≤ m2 ⇔ m2 − m1 ∈ M.
Given a logarithmic scheme (S,MS) with a logarithmic ideal K  (m1 . . . ,mh), the
logarithmic subfunctor of S defined by requiring that there is always a minimum
among the mi , i  1, . . . , h , - i.e. that the ideal is locally principal - is represented
by the blow-up of S in the ideal α(K) [SP17, §3.4]. Tropically, it corresponds to a
subdivision of the cone Hom(MS ,R≥0), and viceversa.
This simple observation has had many fruitful applications in moduli theory,
starting from [MW17].
2.2. Admissible covers and their logarithmic structure. Admissible covers have
been introduced by J. Harris and D. Mumford in [HM82] as a compactification of
Hurwitz’ spaces. A fully-fledged moduli theory for them has been developed only
later by S. Mochizuki with the introduction of logarithmic techniques [Moc95], and
by D. Abramovich, A. Corti, and A. Vistoli with the introduction of twisted curves
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[ACV03]. They have also been generalised by B. Kim in [Kim10, §§5.2 and 7.2] (he
calls them log stable µ-ramified maps). We will only be concerned with the case of
double covers of P1, i.e. hyperelliptic curves.
In order to motivate the construction, we observe that every smooth curve of
genus two is hyperelliptic (under the canonical map) with six Weierstrass points
(i.e. ramification points for the hyperelliptic cover; this follows from the Riemann-
Hurwitz formula). When the curve is allowed to become nodal, there still exists
a degree two map to the projective line, but it is no longer finite. In this case, it
is appropriate to define Weierstrass points to be limit of Weierstrass points in a
smoothing family; the drawback is that whether a point on a (contracted) rational
subcurve is Weierstrass or not may depend on the choice of the smoothing family.
To resolve this ambiguity within the definition of the moduli problem, a solution
is to expand the target, so as to consider the space of finite morphisms from nodal
curves of genus two to rational trees. Here is a formal definition.
Definition 2.1. A family of admissible hyperelliptic covers over S is a finite morphism
ψ : (C,DR) → (T,DB) over S such that:
(1) (C,DR) and (T,DB) are prestable curves with (unlabelled) smooth disjoint
multisections DR and DB of length 2g + 2, C has arithmetic genus g, and
(T,DB) is a stable rational tree;
(2) ψ is a double cover on an openU ⊆ T dense over S;
(3) ψ is étale on Csm \ DR, it maps DR to DB with simple ramification, and it
maps nodes of C to nodes of T so that in local2 coordinates:
ψ# : OS[u , v]/(uv − s) → OS[x , y]/(xy − t)
maps u 7→ x i , v 7→ y i , s 7→ t i for i  1 or 2.
Mochizuki shows that condition (3) can be replaced by requiring that ψ lifts to
a logarithmically étale morphisms of logarithmic schemes (C,MC) → (T,MT) over
(S,MS), so that the image of a smoothing parameter of T is either a smoothing
parameter of C or its double. Moreover there is a minimal logarithmic structure
over S that makes this possible: if p is a node of C that ψ maps to the node q of T,
M
ψ−can
S
 MC−canS ⊕O∗S M
T−can
S /∼, (0, δq) ∼ (iδp , 0),
where i is the local multiplicity defined at the end of (3). In the case of double
covers, this simply means that theminimal logarithmic structure for the admissible
cover is the same as that of the source curve, except that the smoothing parameters
of two nodes have been identified if ψ matches them both with the same node of
the target. We thus obtain a logarithmic Deligne-Mumford stack.
Theorem 2.2 ([Moc95, §3.22]). The moduli stack of admissible hyperelliptic covers Ag,0,2
is a logarithmically smooth with locally free logarithmic structure (and therefore smooth),
proper Deligne-Mumford stack, with a logarithmically étale morphism to M0,2g+2/S2g+2.
2We refer the reader to [Moc95], and in particular Remark 2 of §3.9, for a detailed discussion.
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To an admissible hyperelliptic cover we can associate a harmonic morphism of
degree two to a metric tree ψ : ⊏ → ⊤. The tropical geometry of hyperelliptic and
admissible covers has been analysed, for instance, in [Cha13, CMR16].
2.3. Gorenstein curves.
2.3.1. Tools and formulae. Curves shall always be assumed Cohen-Macaulay, i.e. S1;
they might still be non-reduced along some subcurve, but they have no embedded
points.
Definition 2.3. A curve X is Gorenstein if its dualising sheaf ωX is a line bundle.
A fundamental role in the study of singularities is played by the conductor ideal.
Definition 2.4. Let ν : X˜ → X be a finite morphism. The conductor ideal of ν is:
c  AnnOX
(
ν∗OX˜/OX
)
 H omX(ν∗OX˜ ,OX).
The conductor is the largest OX−ideal sheaf that is also a ν∗OX˜−ideal sheaf.
When X is a reduced curve with finite normalisation - it is always the case over
a field -, blowing up the conductor ideal recovers the normalisation [Wil78]. The
conductor ideal admits a further characterisation in terms of duality theory as:
c  ν!OX  ων .
Remark 2.5. For non-reduced curves, we abuse notation by calling normalisation
of X a finite birational morphismwith source a possibly disconnected, non-reduced
curve, whose underlying reduced curve is smooth . In other words, the source of
the normalisation is a union of multiple curves in the sense of [Dré07].
The conductor ideal relates the dualising line bundle of a nodal curve and that
of its normalisation; more generally [Cat82, Proposition 1.2]:
Proposition 2.6 (Noether’s formula). Let ν : X˜ → X be a finite birational morphism of
Gorenstein curves. Then, viewing c as an ideal sheaf on X˜:
ωX˜  ν
∗ωX ⊗ c.
Corollary 2.7. Let X be a Gorenstein curve with Gorenstein normalisation ν : X˜ → X.
The conductor is a principal ideal on X˜.
Definition 2.8. For a finite birational morphism ν : X˜ → X of curves, the coherent
OX−module ν∗OX˜/OX has finite support; its length is called the δ-invariant of ν.
When ν is the normalisation, we simply call it the δ-invariant of X. When X is
reduced, it is the sum of the local contributions of all the isolated singularities of X.
We review a result of J.P. Serre [Ser88, § 4, Proposition 7] for possibly non-
reduced curves.
Lemma 2.9. If X is a Gorenstein curve and X˜ its normalisation, then
(1) length
(
OX˜/c
)
 2δ.
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Proof. Since the normalisation is finite and birational, we may work locally around
the support of ν∗OX˜/OX , which we may therefore assume is a single point. Let
X  Spec(R) and X˜  Spec(R˜). Using c ⊆ R ⊆ R˜ we see that (1) is equivalent to:
dimC(R/c)  δ.
Let ω be a local generator of ΩR; given f ∈ R, Noether’s formula implies that
f ω ∈ ΩR˜ if and only if f ∈ c. We therefore get:
R/c ֒→ ΩR/ΩR˜ .
Since ΩR is free on rank one and ω a generator, the above map is surjective as
well. Finally, applying HomR(−,ΩR) to the normalisation exact sequence, we ob-
tain ΩR/ΩR˜  Ext
1
R(R˜/R,ΩR), and therefore dimCΩR/ΩR˜  δ. 
Remark 2.10. The converse is true when X is reduced, but may fail otherwise; an
example of which is provided by the subalgebra of C[[s , ǫ]] × C[[t]] generated by
〈s , ǫ, t〉, i.e. the transverse union of a ribbon with a line, which, though satisfying
(1), is not Gorenstein as a consequence of the following lemma. What seems to be
lacking in the non-reduced case is a good theory of dualising sheaves as rational
differential forms on the normalisation satisfying some residue condition.
Definition 2.11. A curve is decomposable if it is obtained by gluing two curves along
a (reduced closed) point.
Remark 2.12. This is equivalent to the definition of [Ste96, Definition 2.1]. Indeed,
the fiber product over C of C[x1, . . . , xm]/I1 and C[y1, . . . , yn]/I2 is isomorphic to
(2) C[x1, . . . , xm , y1, . . . , yn]︸¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨︷︷¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨︸
S
/(I1(x), y1 , . . . , yn)︸¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨︷︷¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨︸
J1
∩ (x1, . . . , xm , I2(y))︸¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨︷︷¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨︸
J2
.
On the other hand, with notation as in (2), there is a short exact sequence:
0 → S/J1 ∩ J2 → S/J1 × S/J2 → S/J1 + J2 ≃ C→ 0,
which is exact in the middle because every element there can be represented as a
pair of polynomials in x only (resp. in y only), which is easy to lift.
We review [AFS16, Proposition 2.1] for non-necessarily reduced curves.
Lemma 2.13. A decomposable curve may be Gorenstein only if it is a node.
Proof. Let us assume that X is the decomposable union of X1 and X2.
Notice first that if X is Gorenstein, then so are X1 and X2. Indeed, say we can find
(a1 , . . . , an) ⊆ mX a regular sequence such that OX0  OX/(a1, . . . , an) is Gorenstein
of dimension zero, i.e. HomX0 (C,OX0)  C (and all higher Ext groups vanish,
which is automatic by [Mat89, Theorem 18.1]). Since mX  mX1 ⊕ mX2 , this defines
a regular sequence in the latter as well, andOX1⊕OX2/(a1 , . . . , an)  OX0
1
⊕OX02
is an
extension of k with OX0 . From this we see that dimCHomX0
i
(C,OX0
i
)  1, i  1, 2,
which is to say that X1 and X2 are Gorenstein as well.
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Now, X and X1 ⊔ X2 have the same normalisation X˜, and
(3) δX  δX1 + δX2 + 1.
On the other hand, OX˜/OX ։ OX˜/OX1⊔X2 implies that cX ⊆ cX1⊔X2 (as ideals of
OX˜). We claim that, if X is Gorenstein, the reduced curves underlying X1 and X2
are both smooth.
• If they are both singular, then cX1⊔X2 ⊆ mX1 ⊕ mX2  mX , so cX  cX1⊔X2 . By
Lemma 2.9, we obtain: 2δX  dimC(OX˜/cX)  dimC(OX˜/cX1⊔X2)  2δX1 + 2δX2 ,
which contradicts (3).
• If X1 is singular and X2 smooth, (3) reduces to δX  δX1 + 1. On the other
hand, cX2  OX2 , and the contradiction comes from: 2δX  dimC(OX˜/cX) 
dimC(OX˜/cX1 )  2δX1 .
Finally, since both underlying curves are smooth, we see from the definition of
decomposability that:
ÔX  C[[x , ǫi , y , η j]]/(xy , xη j , ǫi y , ǫiη j , ǫ
m i
i
, η
n j
j
)i1,...,h
j1,...,k
.
If X1 and X2 are reduced, we recover the node. In all other cases, one can verify
that dimCHom(C,OX) ≥ 2 (it is generated by xy , xǫ
m1−1
1
, . . .).

2.3.2. Isolated singularities. Let (X, x) be (the germ of) a reduced curvewith a unique
singular point x, with normalisation ν : X˜ → X. The following is a measure of how
much of the arithmetic genus of a projective curve is hiding in its singularities.
Definition 2.14. [Smy11a] If X has m branches at x, the genus of (X, x) is:
g  δ − m + 1.
The classification of isolated Gorenstein singularities of genus one has been car-
ried out by D.I. Smyth in [Smy11a, A.3].
Proposition 2.15. An (X, x) of genus one with m branches is locally isomorphic to:
m  1: the cusp, V(y2 − x3) ⊆ A2x,y ;
m  2: the tacnode, V(y2 − yx2) ⊆ A2x,y ;
m ≥ 3: the union of m general lines through the origin of Am−1.
All of these singularities are smoothable. Choosing a one-parameter smoothing
and passing to a regular semistable model, the semistable tail, i.e. the subcurve
contracted to the singularity, admits a simple description: if wemark the semistable
tail by the intersection with the rest of the central fibre, then it is a balanced nodal
curve of genus one. This means that it consists of a genus one core - which can
be either smooth, or a circle of rational curves - together with some rational trees
supporting themarkings, and the distance between amarking and the core - i.e. the
length of the corresponding rational chain - is independent of the chosen marking
[Smy11a, Proposition 2.12].
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The classification of isolated Gorenstein singularities of genus two has been car-
ried out by the first author in [Bat19, §2].
Proposition 2.16. The unique unibranch Gorenstein singularity of genus two is the ram-
phoidal cusp or A4-singularity, V(y
2 − x5) ⊆ A2x,y . For every m ≥ 2, there are exactly
two isomorphism classes of germs of isolated Gorenstein singularities of genus two:
type I type II
Parametr.
x1 t1 ⊕ 0 ⊕ . . . ⊕ t
3
m
x2 0 ⊕ t2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ t
3
m
. . .
xm−1 0 ⊕ . . . ⊕ tm−1 ⊕ t
3
m
xm 0 ⊕ . . . ⊕ 0 ⊕ t
2
m
x1 t1 ⊕ 0 ⊕ . . . ⊕ tm
x2 0 ⊕ t2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ t
2
m
. . .
xm−1 0 ⊕ . . . ⊕ tm−1 ⊕ t
2
m
(y 0 ⊕ t32 if m  2)
Equations
m  1: x5 − y2 (A4);
m  2: x2(x
3
2 − x
2
1
) (D5);
m  3: 〈x3(x1 − x2), x
3
3 − x1x2〉;
m ≥ 4: 〈xi(x j − xk),
xm(xi − x j),
x3m −
x1x2〉i, j,k∈{1,... ,m−1}
m  2: y(y − x3
1
) (A5);
m  3: x1x2(x2 − x
2
1
) (D6);
m ≥ 4: 〈x3(x
2
1
− x2),
xi(x j − xk)〉1≤i< j<k≤m−1 or
1< j<k<i≤m−1
It is not hard to see that, for m ≥ 3, every type I singularity is the union of a cusp
with m − 1 lines, and every type II singularity is the union of a tacnode with m − 2
lines; in each case, we refer to the components of the genus one subcurve as the
special branches.
The description of semistable tails is a bit more cumbersome, but enlightening:
assuming that the genus two core is smooth, the special branches are closer to the
core and attached to aWeierstrass point (respectively, two conjugate points) in type
I (resp. II); all other branches are equidistant and further away from the core. In
fact, the ratio between the length of the special rational chain and the others is fixed
to 13 (resp.
1
2 ) in type I (resp. II). For a more detailed statement in case the core is
not smooth see [Bat19, Propositions 4.3-4.6].
2.3.3. Non-reduced structures. Multiple curves were investigated in the ’90s in con-
nection to Green’s conjecture [BE95]. Ribbons, in particular, were understood to
arise as limits (in the Hilbert scheme of Pg−1) of canonical curves, as the curve be-
comes hyperelliptic [Fon93].
Definition 2.17. A ribbon is a double structure on P1, i.e. a non-reduced curve R
with Rred  P
1 defined by a square-zero ideal IRred/R that is a line bundle on Rred.
Example 2.18. There is only one ribbon of genus two, R2, up to isomorphism: it is
the first infinitesimal neighbourhood of the zero section in TotP1(O(3)). The short
exact sequence
0 → IP1/R2 ≃ OP1(−3) → OR2 → OP1 → 0
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is split by restricting the projection TotP1(O(3)) → P
1 to R2. R2 is therefore called a
split ribbon. In fact, all ribbons of genus at most two are split.
Automorphisms and moduli of multiple curves have been studied in [Dré07].
We are going to encounter non-reduced structures along singular curves as well.
Example 2.19. The simplest example of a Gorenstein non-reduced structure with
singular underlying curve is given by the union of a ribbon and a line along a double
point. Local equations are C[[x , y]]/(x2y). It is easy to see that, for such a curve to
have genus two, the ribbon needs to have ideal IP1/R ≃ OP1(−2). Such a curve can
be realised in the linear system |2D+ + F | on the Hirzebruch surface F2, where D+
denotes the class of the positive section, and F the class of a fiber.
Example 2.20. Two ribbons R1 and R2 can be joined together with local equations
C[[x , y]]/(x2y2). If the whole curve has genus two, the sum of χ(OR1 ) and χ(OR2 ) is
3. Thus, there is both an asymmetry and some ambiguity as to which partition of 3
we shall see. We justify below that 3  2 + 1 is the correct one.
Example 2.21. More generally, the union of a ribbon with a rational k-fold point
along a double point (representing a generic tangent vector to the k-fold point) is
Gorenstein. Local equations are given by
C[[x1, . . . , xk , y]]/(xix j , (xi − x j)y)1≤i< j≤k .
To see that this is Gorenstein, it is enough to find a regular element ξ such that
the quotient be Gorenstein of dimension zero. Let ξ 
∑k
i1 xi − y. The quotient
R is a graded finite-dimensional algebra, with R0  C, R1  C〈x1, . . . , xk〉, and
R2  C〈x
2
1
 . . .  x2
k
〉, having one-dimensional socle R2.
Now, we can obtain a Gorenstein projective curve of genus two, C, by gluing a
ribbon together with some ki-fold points (i  1, . . . , r) at distinct (closed) points of
the ribbon, by iterating the local construction above. From the short exact sequence
0→ OC → OR ⊕
r⊕
i1
O
⊕ki
P1
→
r⊕
i1
(Cki−1 ⊕ C[ǫ]) → 0,
it is easy to see that the ribbon R should fit in
0→ OP1(r − 3) → OR → OP1 → 0,
depending only on the total number of “noded” points r, and not on the number
of branches of each ki-fold point.
Definition 2.22. We call C as in Example 2.21 a (k1, . . . , kr)-tailed ribbon.
Remark 2.23. We can employ Noether’s formula (Proposition 2.6) and adjunction
(on a surface containing the ribbon, i.e. Tot(OP1(3 − r))) to compute the restriction
of the dualising sheaf to every component of a (k1 , . . . , kr)-tailed ribbon C. First,
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the “normalisation” is given by:
C[[x1, . . . , xk , y]]/(xix j , (xi − x j)y)1≤i< j≤k → C[[s , ǫ]] × C[[t1]] × . . . × C[[tk]]
xi 7→ (ǫ, 0, . . . , ti , . . . , 0), i  1, . . . , k
y 7→ (s , 0, . . . , 0)
From this we compute the conductor c  〈x2
1
, . . . , x2
k
, y〉. The restriction to a tail is:
ωC |T ≃ ωT ⊗ O(2q) ≃ OT .
The restriction to the P1 underlying the ribbon is:
ωC |Rred ≃ ωRred ⊗ I
∨
Rred/R
⊗ c∨Rred ≃ ORred (−2 + (3 − r) + r) ≃ ORred (1).
Remark 2.24. By the same token, if we want ωC to have non-negative restriction
on every reduced curve underlying an irreducible component of the curve C from
Example 2.20, we see that χ(ORi ) ≤ 2. In particular ωC restricts toOP1(1) (resp. OP1)
on the component with χ(OR)  1 (resp. 2).
Definition 2.25. A (k1,1, . . . , k1,r1; . . . ; kn ,1, . . . , kn ,rn)-tailed ribbon chain is a chain of n
ribbons Ri, the i-th being (ki,1 , . . . , ki,ri )-tailed, joinedwith each other as in Example
2.20 along “non-noded” points. Normally, the ribbon Ri has
χ(ORi ) 
{
ri + 2, i  0 or n
ri + 4, otherwise,
except for exactly one i, for which χ(ORi ) is one lower than expected. We call such
Ri the special component of the ribbon chain.
Remark 2.26. For a tailed ribbon chain C, it follows once again by Noether’s for-
mula that ωC restricts to OP1 on every reduced irreducible component of C, except
on the special one, on which it gives OP1(1).
Lemma 2.27. Regular semistable models of the (k1, . . . , kr)-tailed ribbon can be classified.
If the core is a smooth curve of genus two Z, the sets of tails {T i
1
, . . . , T i
ki
}i1,... ,r belong
to the same ki-leaved tree, or to two conjugate ones. All the trees have the same length
from root to leaves, independent of r and the choice of a leaf. The configuration of attaching
points on Z is such that the hyperelliptic cover maps it to the corresponding configuration
of noded points on Rred, up to reparametrisation of the latter.
Proof. A word-by-word repetition of the argument of [Bat19, Proposition 4.3]. 
Remark 2.28. If we wanted to complete the description of the semistable models of
(k1 , . . . , kr)-tailed ribbons (Lemma 2.27) in case the core is not irreducible, the trees
could be attached to any point of the core, and their lengthwould vary accordingly.
The semistable tail associated to a ribbon chain, instead, typically looks like two
elliptic curves separated by a rational bridge.
Example 2.29. A semistable model of the 1-tailed ribbon C (Example 2.19) can be
computed by taking the pencil
u2
+
f1 − tu
2
−p5( f1, f2)  0
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on F2 × A
1
t , with p5 a generic homogeneous polynomial of degree 5 in two vari-
ables. The resulting smoothing family is singular at six points along the central
fiber, including the node of C. After blowing them up and normalising, we ob-
tain a genus two curve covering the ribbon two-to-one; the tail of C is attached to
a Weierstrass point. This appears to be an accident due to the restriction that the
smoothing comes from a pencil on F2.
For the reader’s benefit, Figure 1 provides a pictorial description of the cases in
which the core is a genus two configuration of rational curves, including the trend
(see [Bat19, Definition 4.11]) along the nodes or rational chains. This is in fact a
representation of the admissible functions of Section 3.1 - the trend should better be
called the slope! The two columns correspond to the two maximally degenerate
(stable) tropical curves of genus two. In the present context, the red vertex(ices)
correspond(s) to the component(s) mapping to the ribbon (the admissible cover
can be safely ignored). The tails are not drawn: the corresponding vertices would
lie on trees of slope 1 towards the core, they would all lie at the same height, which
would be lower than the red vertex(ices).
Remark 2.30. The non-reduced structures of genus two are numerous; indeed, as
opposed to the case of isolated singularities, where the δ-invariant is always re-
lated to the number of branches via the genus, in the non-reduced case a very
large δ-invariant can always be compensated by lowering the genus of the rib-
bon (that can be negative). Examples with an underlying genus one curve in-
clude C[[x , y]]/(x2(x − y2)) on the tacnode, and C[[x , y , z]]/(x3 − y2, xz , y2z) on
(cusp)∨(line). The ribbons should have genus −1 and 0 respectively.
Yet, if we require ωC ≥ 0, we recover the tailed ribbon chains.
Proposition 2.31. Let C be a Gorenstein curve of genus two, consisting of a ribbon glued
in someway to a number of (possibly singular) rational curves. Assume that the dualising
sheaf is non-negative, and positive on the ribbon. Then C is a (k1, . . . , kr)-tailed ribbon.
Proof. Wemay assume that the normalisation sequence is
0 → OC → OR ⊕
r⊕
i1
O
⊕ki
P1
→
r⊕
i1
Fi → 0,
with length(Fi)  δi ≥ ki ; indeed, this is the minimum number of conditions that
we need to impose to ensure that the values of the functions on different branches
agree at the preimage of the singular point. But in fact we may even assume δi ≥
ki + 1, by the Gorenstein assumption and Lemma 2.13.
Now, it is easy to compute that for the genus of C to be two we need
IRred/R ≃ OP1(
r∑
i1
(δi − ki) − 3).
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FIGURE 1. Admissible functions on maximally degenerated tropi-
cal hyperelliptic curves: the dumbbell (l), and the theta graph (r).
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So, by applying Noether’s formula and adjunction as in Remark 2.23, we find
ωC |Rred ≃ ωP1 ⊗ I
∨
Rred/R
⊗ c∨
|Rred
≃ OP1(1 +
r∑
i1
(ki + deg(c
∨
i |Rred
) − δi)).
We study the local contributions ki+deg(c
∨
i |Rred
)−δi around each singular point. We
are then looking for Gorenstein subalgebras A of A˜  C[[s , ǫ]] ×C[[t1]] × . . .×C[[tk]].
By Corollary 2.7 we know that c is principal as an ideal of A˜; up to rescaling the
generators, we may assume that
c  〈sc + ǫsd , tc1
1
, . . . , tck
k
〉.
If d ≥ c, then sc ∈ c; if d < c, then s2c−d ∈ c. In the second case,
A˜/c 〈1, s , ǫ, . . . , ǫsd( −sc), sd+1, . . . , sc−1, ǫsc−1( s2c−d−1);
1, t1, . . . , t
c1−1
1
;
. . .
1, tk , . . . , t
ck−1
k
〉
In any case we see that 2δ
Lemma 2.9︷︸︸︷
 dimC A˜/c  2c +
∑k
i1 ci . By Lemma 2.13 we see
that ci ≥ 2 for all i. Now the condition k + c − δ ≥ 0 implies
∑k
i1 ci ≤ 2k, so ci  2
for all i.
By assumption (that the reduced subcurve underlying R is smooth), we must
have a generator y of Awhose linear part contains s+ǫp(s). Then A cannot contain
an element starting with ǫsa, a ≤ c−1, for otherwise the conductor would be larger.
Then we have a basis of A/c (which has dimension δ  k + c) given by
(0, 1, . . . , 0), . . . , (0, 0, . . . , 1), (ǫ, 0, . . . , 0), . . . , (ǫsc−1, 0, . . . , 0).
Up to linear algebra and automorphisms of A˜, we may assume that the k + 1 gen-
erators of A with non-trivial linear part are of the form:
y  s + ǫp(s)
xi  ǫqi(s) ⊕ ti , i  1, . . . , k
Subtracting products of xi with powers of y, we may even assume that qi is con-
stant, and by Lemma 2.13 qi  1. Finally, p(s) can also be assumed to be constant.
We recognise the singularities of Example 2.21. 
2.4. h1−vanishing. First we describe what the core of our curves may look like.
Remark 2.32. Up to replacing nodeswith rational bridges, minimal curves of genus
one are either irreducible or elliptic m-fold points (m ≥ 2).
Definition-Proposition 2.33. Up to replacing nodes with rational bridges, a minimal
Gorenstein curve of genus two with isolated singularities is one of the following:
(1) irreducible;
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(2) the nodal union of two minimal curves of genus one;
(3) a dumbbell configuration of P1;
(4) a theta configuration of P1;
(5) a genus one singularity with a minimal genus one branch;
(6) a type I singularity;
(7) a type II singularity.
Lemma 2.34. The dualising line bundle of a minimal Gorenstein curve of genus two has:
(5) degree 2 on the genus one branch, or on the common branch of the two elliptic
m-fold points;
(6) degree 2 on the special branch;
(7) multidegree (1, 1) on the special branches.
Now we describe sufficient conditions for the vanishing of higher cohomology
of a line bundle on a minimal curve of genus two. This will allow us to prove
the unobstructedness of the λ−aligned admissible maps satisfying the factorisation
property. The proof of the following lemmas boils down to a simple albeit tedious
application of the normalisation exact sequence.
Lemma 2.35. Let C be a minimal Gorenstein curve of genus two with isolated singular-
ities. A line bundle L on C having non-negative multidegree, positive degree on every
subcurve of genus one, degree at least two, and L , ωC, has vanishing h1.
Lemma 2.36. Let C be a (k1 , . . . , kr)-tailed ribbon (chain) and L a non-negative line bun-
dle on it. Then h1(C, L)  0 if:
• L has positive degree on at least two k-fold points; or
• L restricts to OP1(1) on Rred (for the special component of the ribbon chain) and has
positive degree on at least one k-fold point.
3. GORENSTEIN CURVES OVER ALIGNED ADMISSIBLE COVERS
Wework over the Artin stack of weighted admissible covers.
Definition 3.1. A weighted admissible cover consists of an admissible cover
ψ : (C,DR) → (T,DB)
with semistable target, together with a weight function w : V(⊏) → N, such that,
with the induced weight function wT : V(⊤) → N given by
wT(v) 
∑
v′∈ψ−1(v)
w(v′),
T is weighted-stable (every weight-zero component has at least three special points).
Here is the rough idea behind the construction. Our goal is to produce a mor-
phism to a Gorenstein curve C → C such that a line bundle on C of degree as
prescribed by the weight function w would have vanishing higher cohomology.
This would ensure the unobstructedness of the space of maps to projective space.
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Classically, we would look for a vertical divisor Z , supported on the exceptional
locus of C → C , such that the contraction is associated to a line bundle of the
form ωC (Z) - this guarantees that C is Gorenstein. Tropically, Z is replaced by
a piecewise-linear function λ on ⊏. Since the contraction is obtained by applying
the relative Proj construction to ωC (λ), the relevant information encoded by λ is a
collection of integral slopes along the edges of ⊏.
Finding λ such that ωC (λ) is trivial on the exceptional locus of C → C reduces
to a simple calculation of degrees - as opposed to a more complicated equality in
the Picard group of a genus two curve - because we impose that λ is pulled back
from the admissible cover.
When theweight of the core is positive, λ is essentially determined by theweight
function. When the weight of the core is zero, instead, basically any of its compo-
nents can be elected as the special branch of the Gorenstein singularity C, be it
isolated or a ribbon chain: the choice of λ can be thought of as the choice of a
component of the target of the admissible cover.
Given a standard tropical weighted admissible cover over R≥0, the function λ
is nonetheless uniquely determined: it is a member of the tropical canonical linear
series on a subcurve △ ⊆ ⊏ (making it into a level graph in the sense of [BCG+19])
such that △◦ contains the core, and ∂△ has weight at least 3. For a more general
family of tropical curves, on the other hand, this determines a (polyhedral and
simplicial) subdivision of the base. In order to prove this, we actually define λ by
interpolating finitely many piecewise linear functions, which we call admissible.
3.1. Admissible functions and aligned admissible covers. Our definition of ad-
missible functions has been inspired by that of S. Bozlee’smesa curves [Boz19, §3]. It
could be said that it constitutes a Copernican revolutionwith respect to [RSPW19a].
Let ψ : (C,DR) → (T,DB) be a weighted admissible cover over S, endowed with
the minimal logarithmic structure. Let ⊤ denote the tropicalization of the target. ⊤
is therefore a weighted tree, metrised in the monoid MS.
Definition 3.2. An admissible function λ ∈ Γ(S, π∗MC/MS) is a piecewise-linear
(PL) function on ⊏ with values in MS, defined up to a global translation by MS,
such that K⊏+div(λ) ≥ 0 is pulled back from a degree 1 divisor D on ⊤. Moreover:
(1) If the core has weight 0, then D can be supported on the maximal subcurve of
weight 0 containing the core, or any adjacent vertex.
(2) If instead the core has positive weight, D has to be supported on a component
of positive weight in the core.
Remark 3.3. We think of λ as a collection of integral slopes on the bounded edges
of ⊏. It is pulled back, multiplying by the expansion factors, from a PL function λT
on ⊤ - with the caveat that the slopes of λT may be half-integral on the edges of ⊤
over which ψ has expansion factor 2. Indeed, it may be more accurate to say that
λT is a PL function on the tropicalization of the orbicurve [C/S2]. Only later, in
Definition 3.13, we will fix a lift of λ to a genuine PL function with values in MS.
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When the core is maximally degenerate, i.e. a configuration of rational curves,
and of weight zero, all the possible admissible functions are depicted in Figure 1.
The red vertex(ices) represent(s) the one(s) supporting K⊏ + div(λ). Missing from
the picture is what happens outside the core, but this is easily explained: there may
be any number of rational trees, on which λ has constant slope 1 towards the core.
For the sake of concreteness, we now look at some examples, adopting the:
Convention 3.4. With the application to stable maps in mind, we think of the
source of an admissible cover as the destabilisation of a weighted-stable curve. In
the following, we represent a component of positive weight by a black circle, and
a component of weight zero by a white one, unless it is unstable (either a rational
tail introduced as the conjugate of a rational tail of positive weight, or a rational
bridge introduced by slicing ⊏), in which case it is represented by a cross, and the
corresponding edge is dotted. A red vertex represents the component supporting
the divisor D, or its preimages in ⊏. The blue legs (B-legs) represent the branching
divisor DB of ψ (see Definition 2.1).
Example 3.5. Assume the core is irreducible of weight zero, and there are two tails
of positive weight, one of which is Weierstrass (Figure 2).
g  2
FIGURE 2. A weighted admissible cover with weight-zero core.
Since the core has weight zero and there are no other vertices than the one cor-
responding to the core and the adjacent ones, by Definition 3.2 the divisor D that
determines λ can be supported on any vertex of ⊤. So there are three admissible
function λi compatible with the given weighted admissible cover; see Figure 3.
1
1
1 1
1
3 2
2
1
FIGURE 3. Admissible functions compatible with Figure 2.
Example 3.6. When the core has positive weight, D can only be supported on a
positive weight vertex of the core. In the examples of Figure 4, there is only one
possible admissible function (see Figure 5).
Remark 3.7. Admissibility is stable under edge contraction.
Remark 3.8. There are only finitely many admissible functions for a given ψ.
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g  2 g  1 g  1
FIGURE 4. Weighted admissible covers with core of positive weight.
1
1
1 11
1
1
1
1
1
1
FIGURE 5. Admissible functions compatible with Figure 4.
Remark 3.9. It follows from the Riemann-Hurwitz formula that the divisor D on ⊤
satisfies:
(4) D(v)  val(v) − 2 +
1
2
#{ f B-leg | f ⊸ v} +
∑
e⊸v
s(λT , e),
where s(λT , e) denotes the outgoing slope of λT along the edge e, and the B-legs
represent the branching divisor DB.
Definition 3.10. An aligned admissible cover over a logarithmic scheme (S,MS) is
one for which the values
(5) {λ(v) − λ(v′)|v , v′ ∈ V(⊏)} ⊆ (MS , ≥)
are comparable, for every admissible function λ compatible with ψ (Definition 3.2).
Lemma 3.11. The minimal logarithmic structure of an aligned admissible cover is ob-
tained, starting from the minimal logarithmic structure of the admissible cover, by adding
in the elements of M
gp
S indicated in (5) and sharpifying.
Remark 3.12. Aligning determines a subdivision of the tropical moduli space σ 
Hom(MS ,R≥0), or, equivalently, a logarithmic modification of A
wt
2 , which will be
denoted by A al2 . See Section 2.1.5.
Let ψ be an aligned admissible cover, and {λ1, . . . , λs} the set of admissible func-
tions compatible with ψ. We are going to choose genuine PL functions on ⊏ with
values inMS lifting the λi . What we need in the end is an interpolation/truncation
of these lifts.
Definition 3.13. Define a lift λi ∈ Γ(S, π∗MC) of λi as follows: consider the values
of λi at the vertices of positive weight, and set to 0 the maximal such value, unless
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it is attained at a unique vertex of weight w ≤ 2 supporting D, in which case take
the second highest value of λi to be 0.
Remark 3.14. When S is a geometric point, there is no obstruction to finding the
required lifts λi . On the other hand, the latter are compatible under generisa-
tion/edge contraction, therefore λi ∈ Γ(S, π∗MC).
Definition-Proposition 3.15. Define a PL function on (a subdivision of) ⊏ by:
λ  max{0, λ1 , . . . , λs}.
Proof. For λ to be well-defined, we need to argue that, for every vertex v of ⊏, the
values {λi(v)|i  1, . . . , s} are comparable, and there is a unique way to subdivide
⊏ making λ piecewise-linear.
We give an argument for the case of weight-zero core (the case of positive weight
is easier). It is convenient to work on ⊤. The leaves of ⊤ have positive weight, and
the value of λT on them is determined: it usually is 0, unless a leaf v has weight
w(v) ≤ 2, in which case there may be a unique i for which λi(v) > 0 (λi is the
unique admissible function such that K⊏ + div(λi) is supported on v).
So, in order to prove that the maximum is well defined at every vertex, we can
proceed inductively from the leaves and run through all of ⊤. Assume that λT(v1)
has been determined, then we need to establish the behaviour of λT on the edge e
between v1 and v2, and its value on v2. Upon relabelling, we may suppose that λ1
is the function with maximal slope along e among the ones with λi(v1)  λT(v1); so
λT coincides with λ1 in a neighbourhood of v1. If λ1 is also the function of maximal
slope along e among all the admissible functions, then λT(v2)  λ1(v2) and we are
done.
If not, there must be a function λ2 with slope along e greater than that of λ1 but
λ2(v1) ≤ λ1(v1). First, assume that λ1 and λ2 differ only along e, i.e. D(λ1, v2)  1
and D(λ2, v1)  1. Then there is a unique way to interpolate between λ1 and λ2
along e, namely by solving the equations:{
ℓ(e)  ℓ(e′) + ℓ(e′′)
λ2(v2) − λ1(v1)  s(λ1, e)ℓ(e′) + s(λ2, e)ℓ(e′′).
This uniquely determines the subdivision of e on which λT is piecewise-linear, and
the values of λT on both v2 and the newly introduced vertex v1,2.
More generally, λ1 and λ2 will differ along the chain R connecting the support
of D1 to that of D2, and containing the edge e. Then λ2 − λ1  D2 −D1 is a rational
function with constant slope 1 along R. In order to define λT we need to interpolate
between λ1 and λ2 along R, see Figure 6.
We will argue that this is possible because we can always inductively reduce to
the above case, for which we have an explicit formula for the interpolation.
We may assume that R2 has zero length, because changing λ2 on R2 increases it
without affecting λ2 ≤ λ1 (in the blue-shaded region), and similarly for R1.
Now let λ
′
1 be the function that differs from λ1 only on the last edge ek of R. If
λ′
1
(∞1)  0, then λ
′
1
≥ λ1, so that we can instead compare λ
′
1
and λ2, which is
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λ2<λ1=0
∞1
D2
R2
v1
e1
R
v′ D
′
1
ek
v2 R1
λ1<λ2=0
∞2
D1
FIGURE 6. Comparison of λ1 and λ2.
possible by the inductive assumption. If instead λ′
1
(∞1) < 0, then λ
′
1
(∞′
1
)  0 for
some ∞′
1
in the green-shaded region (since λ′
1
< λ1 on the complement). In fact,
it is easy to see that λ′
1
(∞2)  0, so λ2(v′)  λ
′
1
(v′) < λ1(v′), and we conclude that
λT interpolates between λ1 and λ2 (equivalently λ
′
1
) only along ek - which we have
already solved. 
Definition 3.16. The bending locus of λ determines a subdivision ⊏˜ of ⊏. This in
turn determines a further subdivision of trop(A al
2
).
Given a cone σ of trop(A wt2 ), let us denote by Σ the subdivision of σ induced
by aligning (Definition 3.10) and linearising (Definition 3.16) λ. Once we cut λi
at 0, comparing its values at certain vertices may become obsolete. Therefore, we
introduce a certain coarsening Σ′ of Σ, with the advantage of being simplicial.
Definition 3.17. Let ⊏ be a tropical curve metrised in R>0, and λ : ⊏ → R≥0 a PL
function. The combinatorial type [λ] of λ encodes the subdivision of R≥0 induced by
the image of the vertices of ⊏, and the correspondence between the edges of ⊏ and
those of R≥0 together with the slopes, forgetting all the metric information.
Definition 3.18. Let Σ′ be the coarsening of Σ obtained by joining those cones on
which λ has constant combinatorial type:
Σ
′
 {τ′}, where τ′ 
⋃
τ∈Σ|[λ |τ] is fixed
τ.
Definition-Proposition 3.19. There is a logarithmically étale model a : A˜2 → A
wt
2 on
which ⊏˜ is the tropicalization of a family of genus two curves C˜ partially destabilising a∗C ,
λ ∈ Γ(C˜ ,M
C˜
), and all of its values at vertices of ⊏˜ are comparable.
Proof. The subdivision Σ′ of Definition 3.18 coincides with the one obtained from
the following procedure. If σ denotes (a cone of) the tropicalization of A wt2 , with
universal curve ⊏ and a PLmap λ : ⊏→ R≥0×σ, first subdivide ⊏ along the bending
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locus of λ, then subdivide the target R≥0 × σ along the image of cones of ⊏˜ under
λ. This in turn determines a further subdivision of ⊏˜, and one of σ such that:
(1) equidimensionality: every cone of ⊏˜ surjects onto one of Σ′;
(2) reducedness: for every cone of ⊏˜, the projection is surjective at the level of lattices.
See [Ran19, §2] (particularly §2.8) and references therein for more details. These
requirements ensure that π˜ : C˜ → A˜2 is a flat family of prestable curves. The model
A˜2 can be constructed by means of Artin fan techniques [ACM
+16]. Note that,
due to the existence of some simplicial (but not smooth) cones in the subdivision,
in order for the lattices to correspond it may be necessary to perform a Kummer
extension of the base logarithmic structure [BV12, §4]:
MA ⊆ MA˜ ⊆
1
2
M
gp
A
,
as prescribed by the subdivision ⊏˜ and the slopes of λ, see Figure 7. This operation
should be thought of as a generalised root stack construction, or generalising the
way in which a simplicial affine toric variety is presented as the coarse moduli of
[An/G], G finite abelian encoding the difference between the two lattices at stake.

l1
1
l2
3
1
2 (3e + 3l1 − l2)
1
2 (3e + l1 + l2)
e
1
2 (l2 − l1 − e)
m1
1
m2
1
1
2 (m1 + m2 − f )
1
2 ( f + m1 − m2)
f
1
2 ( f + m2 − m1)
FIGURE 7. The two situations in which half-integral lengths occur.
Lemma 3.20. The minimal logarithmic structure of A˜2 is locally free.
Proof. The construction of the minimal logarithmic structure can be traced back
to Definition-Proposition 3.19. The fact that it is locally free can be explained as
follows: λ provides us with a map from (a subdivision of) ⊏˜ to (a subdivision of)
R≥0. The rank of the logarithmic structure is the number of levels (finite edges in
the polyhedral subdivision) of R≥0. For every level, there is at most one edge of ⊏˜
mapping to it with expansion factor > 1: the corresponding smoothing parameter
can be taken as a generator of the base logarithmic structure. 
Summing up, we have proven the following:
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Theorem 3.21. The moduli space A˜2 of admissible covers with an aligned λ is a logarith-
mically smooth DM stack with locally free logarithmic structure (and therefore smooth)
admitting a log étale morphism to A wt2 .
Proof. Log smoothness follows, since A˜2 has been constructed by pulling back a log
étale modification of the Artin fan of A wt
2
. 
We extract the combinatorial properties of λ that we are going to use in order to
prove the unobstructedness of the moduli space of aligned admissible maps.
Definition 3.22. We shall denote by △ ⊆ ⊏˜ the closure of the support of λ.
Lemma 3.23. There is always at least one vertex of positive weight on ∂△.
Lemma 3.24. Assume w(△◦)  0. If there is only one vertex v of positive weight on ∂△,
then D(v)  1 and w(v) ≥ 3.
Proof. If v were not special, it would be possible to “push” D towards v until an-
other vertex of positive weight reaches ∂△; pushing D makes λ increase, which is
a contradiction. The second claim follows immediately from the definitions. 
Similarly, the following observations can be made.
Lemma 3.25. If the vertex v supporting D is in △◦T and w(v)  0, then it disconnects △T
and there is at least one vertex of positive weight on ∂△T on either side of v.
Lemma 3.26. A vertex of ∂△ can have positive genus only if it supports D, it has genus
one, and so does △◦.
3.2. Examples of subdivision. In this section we collect a few examples to show
how the subdivisions Σ and Σ′ of a cone σ ∈ trop(A wt2 ), the combinatorics of λ on
the various cones, and the associated singularities in C look like. The construction
of C will be carried out in the next section.
Example 3.27. The stabilization of C has smooth core of weight zero, and two ra-
tional tails of high weight, one of which attached to a Weierstrass point (compare
with Example 3.5). In this case, the subdivisions Σ and Σ′ coincide. Notice that
there is a simplicial non-smooth cone σ3; correspondingly, half edge-lengths occur
in a Kummer extension of MA˜. See Figure 8.
Example 3.28. The stabilisation of C has a smooth core of weight zero, and three
rational tails attached to general points. Aligning with respect to all the admissi-
ble functions produces the non-simplicial subdivision (a); the subdivisions (b) and
(c) are the coarsening in case of high-weight, respectively weight-one, tails. We
also represent λT and the associated singularity on some cones of the subdivision;
the other ones can be derived by symmetry. In case (c) the singularity over σ2 is
replaced by a (sprouted) ribbon. See Figure 9.
Example 3.29. The core of C consists of two elliptic curves of weight zero, meet-
ing in a node; each elliptic curve is attached to a high-degree rational tail. Notice
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l1 l2
l1 2l2
T¯
T
W
σ1
τ1, l2  2l1
σ2
τ2, l2  l1
σ3 τ3, l1  3l2
σ4
l1
l2
σ1 : 2 1
2l1 l2 − 2l1
T¯
T
W
τ1 : 2 1 T¯
T
W
σ2 : 2
1
1
l2 − l12l1 − l2
T
W
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1 1
T
W
σ3 :
1
3
1
l1−l2
2
3l2−l1
2
T
W
τ3 : 1 3 W¯
T
σ4 : 1 3
3l2l1 − 3l2
W
T
FIGURE 8. Tropical admissible cover (top left); the subdivision of
trop(A wt
2
) (bottom left); λT and the Gorenstein singularities (right).
that the central cone σ2 is not smooth; again, we need a Kummer extension (half-
lengths). We also remark that the hyperplane l1 + l2  m does not come from the
alignment, but from the procedure of Definition 3.16. See Figure 10.
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l1 l2
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1
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r2 :
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1
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T1
T3
T2
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1
1
2
1
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1
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σ1:
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1
1
2
1
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T3
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σ2:
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1
12
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FIGURE 9. (a) Subdivision Σ (non-simplicial). (b) Subdivision Σ′ for
high-degree tails. (c) Subdivision Σ′ for degree-one tails.
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FIGURE 10. Tropical admissible cover (top left); the subdivision of
trop(A wt2 ) (bottom left); λT and the Gorenstein singularities (right).
3.3. The main construction. We construct a universal morphism C˜ → C over A˜2,
where C is a family of Gorenstein singularities (both isolated and ribbons). We
do so in two steps: first, a contraction informed by λ, producing a possibly non-
Gorenstein curve. The image of the non-Gorenstein locus is contained in a divisor,
whichwe nameD1 below. We complete the construction ofC by gluing in a portion
of ψ over this locus, thus producing a non-reduced structure along the fibres.
Definition 3.30. Let ρmax denote the maximum value attained by λ on ⊏, and let
D ⊆ A˜2 be the Cartier divisor determined by the ideal sheaf OA˜ (−ρmax) ֒→ OA˜ .
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Definition 3.31. Let ρ1 be the value of λ at the vertex supporting K⊏ + div(λ), and
let D1 ⊆ A˜2 be the Cartier divisor determined by the ideal sheaf OA˜ (−ρ1) ֒→ OA˜ .
Note that ρ1 ≤ ρmax implies D1 ⊆ D. Moreover, D1 has three connected compo-
nents, denoted by D0
1
,D1
1
, and D2
1
, according to the weight of △◦.
Definition 3.32. Let D2 be cut out by ρmax − ρ1, so that we have an exact sequence:
0 → OD2(−ρ1) → OD → OD1 → 0
Definition 3.33. Let Z be the Cartier divisor on C˜ determined by the inclusion
O
C˜
(−λ) ֒→ O
C˜
. It is supported over D.
We choose smooth disjoint sections p1 , . . . , p2d of C˜ according to theweight func-
tion, namely in a way that #{i |pi ∈ C˜v}  2w(v).
Remark 3.34. Such sections exist only locally, but we will show that our construc-
tion does not depend on such a choice, therefore it glues on the whole of A˜2.
Notation. We denote by L the line bundle ω
C˜ /A˜
(p)(λ) on C˜ .
Theorem 3.35. Upon contracting tails away from △, L is π-semiample. In the diagram
C˜ C ′ : Proj
A˜
(
π∗
⊕
k≥0 L
⊗k
)
A˜2
φ
π
π′
the morphism π′ is a flat family of reduced, projective, Cohen-Macaulay curves of arith-
metic genus two, with Gorenstein fibres outside D1. Moreover, we can perform a parallel
contraction T → T ′ so that ψ′ : C ′ → T ′ remains finite. Neither C ′ nor T ′ depend on
the choice of sections respecting the weight function, as per Remark 3.34.
Remark 3.36. We have required T to be weighted-stable, but it is still possible that
C contains unmarked rational tails and rational bridges (as conjugates). It follows
that L cannot be semiample on the nose. On the other hand, collapsing these
chains of rational curves outside of △ presents no difficulty (for example, it can
be done by extending λ on such tails to have slope 1 towards △) and we assume
that this task has been performed before starting our construction - so we abuse
notation by calling C˜ and L the resulting curve and line bundle as well.
Theorem 3.37. Let Z ′ denote the image of Z under φ. Over D1, it is a flat family of
Gorenstein curves of arithmetic genus two, and the image of Z ′ under ψ′ is a (chain of)
rational curve(s) T ′
Z
. Let C be obtained as the pushout of:
Z ′
D1
C ′
T ′
Z
ψ′
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Then C → A˜2 is a flat family of projective, Gorenstein curves of arithmetic genus two.
Moreover, the weight of the minimal subcurve of genus two is at least three.
3.4. First step: the contraction.
Lemma 3.38. For k ≥ 2, R1π∗L ⊗k is supported alongD2; moreover, it admits a two-term
resolution that remains such after pullback to a sufficiently generic base: in particular, if
f : T → A˜2 is a morphism such that OT(−ρmax) → OT remains injective, then
f ∗π∗(L
⊗k) → (πT)∗(L
⊗k
T )
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Support: Since L ⊗k is flat on the base, by cohomology and base change it is
enough to show the vanishing of H1(C˜s , L⊗k) for s ∈ A˜2 \D2.
By Remark 3.36 we may assume that L is relatively ample outside of Z , and in
particular over A˜2 \D.
For s ∈ D \ D2 we have ρ1  ρmax. We argue that L ≥ 0 and it has degree two
on every positive genus subcurve of C˜s . Then, it is clear by degree reasons that
h1(L⊗k)  0 for k ≥ 2.
It is easier to argue on ⊤. We will say that a vertex wT has positive genus if it
corresponds to a vertex w of ⊏ of genus one or two. T is marked with the branch
locus of ψ, and correspondingly ⊤ has six unmarked infinite legs (we call them
B-legs). The Riemann-Hurwitz formula implies that:
(6) g(w) 
1
2
(#{ f B-leg | f ⊸ wT} + #{e ⊸ wT |s(λ, e) ∈
1
2
Z} − 2).
By definition of admissible function, a vertex of ∂△ can have positive genus only
if it is the vertex supporting D (see Lemma 3.26). Thus, outside D2, v ∈ ∂△ is
rational and supports at most two B-legs; we claim that it supports at most one.
Indeed, if e is the unique edge from v to △◦, by rewriting (4) we would find:
−s(e , λT)  val(v) − 2 +
1
2
#{ f B-leg | f ⊸ v}  0
if there were two B-legs, so v would not lie on the boundary. It follows that
s(e , λT)  1 if there are no B-legs on v, and s(e , λT) 
1
2 if there is one.
Now we claim that every vertex w such that 0 < λ(w) < ρmax is rational. We
prove it by induction on the level, or distance from ∂△. The claim reduces to the fol-
lowing: a vertex of positive genus with an outgoing edge on which λ has positive
slope must be the vertex carrying D. This cannot happen when ρ1  ρmax.
By rewriting (4) as:
D(wT) 
∑
e⊸wT
(s(λT , e) + 1) − 1 +
1
2
(#{ f B-leg | f ⊸ wT} − 2),
and by the inductive assumption that all the downward slopes are either −1 or − 12 ,
we conclude that D(wT) ≥ g(w).
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Finally, by the same formulae, it is easy to see that the top level can be either of
the ones represented in Figure 11.
g  2
g  1
FIGURE 11. The top level of ∆ over D1 \ D2.
Resolution: Note first that the rank of R1π∗L ⊗k is not constant along D2.
Indeed,D2 has two types of irreducible components:
• D2,1, where generically △
◦ has genus one, and R1π∗L ⊗k has rank one;
• D2,2, where △
◦ has genus two, and R1π∗L ⊗k has rank two.
Away from their intersection, it is easy to find the desired local resolution:
0 → O⊕2U
(
eρmax 0
0 eρmax
)
−−−−−−−→ O⊕2U → O
⊕2
D2,2∩U
→ 0
on U ⊆ A˜2 a neighbourhood of a generic point of D2,2 (assuming ρ1  0); and
0 → OU
eρmax
−−−−→ OU → OD2,1∩U → 0
around a generic point in D2,1.
The intersection of D2,1 with D2,2 has two types of irreducible components, see
Figure 12. In order to obtain a local resolution, we adapt an argument of [HLN18].
We sketch it here for the reader’s benefit.
E1
g  1
E2
g  1
1
ζ1
2 or 3ζ2
A1
B1
A2
1 1
DEE
E1
g  1
E2
1
1
ζ1
2 or 3ζ2
A1
B1
A2
1 1
DB
FIGURE 12. The generic points of D2,1 ∩D2,2.
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Locally on the base, there are two sections q , q¯ such that ωC(λ)  OC(q + q¯), so
L  OC(
2d∑
i1
pi + q + q¯);
let us rename q  p2d+1 , q¯  p2d+2. Again locally on the base, we may find disjoint
generic sections A1, A2, and B, such that A1 and B pass through E1, and A2 passes
through E2. Then L (A1 + A2 − B) has vanishing h
1 on fibres, and therefore, by
cohomology and base-change, π∗L (A1 + A2 − B) is a vector bundle. Locally, π∗L
differs from π∗L (−B) by a trivial line bundle, and the latter is the kernel of the
evaluation map:
π∗L (A1 + A2 − B) → π∗(OA1(A1) ⊕ OA2(A2)).
The evaluation map can be studied fibrewise, since both sheaves in question have
vanishing h1; moreover, the source can be decomposed into:
π∗L (A1 + A2 − B) 
2d+2⊕
i1
π∗O(pi + A1 + A2 − B),
and the evaluation map can be studied componentwise:
evi, j : π∗O(pi + A1 + A2 − B) → π∗(OA j (A j)) i  1, . . . , 2d + 2; j  1, 2.
The cokernel of the latter is H1(C,OC(pi + A2− j − B)). See [HL10, §4.2].
It is not hard to see that the latter is non-zero precisely when pi stays away from
E j, therefore, in some local trivialisation of the line bundles involved,
evi, j  ci, j
∏
q∈[pi ,A j]
ζq
where ci, j ∈ O
∗
U , [pi ,A j] denotes the set of nodes separating pi from A j, and ζq ∈
OU is the smoothing parameter of the node q. Thanks to the alignment,
• the smoothing parameter ζ2 of the node separating E2 from the component sup-
porting D divides all the expressions of the form evi,2 , i  1, . . . , 2d + 2;
• if ζ1 denotes the smoothing parameter of the node separating E1 from E2, the
product ζ1ζ2 divides all the expressions of the form evi,1 , i  1, . . . , 2d + 2.
We can therefore use the column of the evaluation matrix associated to amarking pi
(up to relabelling, i  1) on the component supporting D in order to put the matrix
in triangular form. In order to diagonalise it, we need a more refined information
that we borrow from [HLN18, §2.6-7], and we restate here in streamlined form:
Proposition[Hu-Li-Niu] The determinant of the matrix:(
c1,1 c j,1
c1,2 c j,2
)
is invertible when the markings p1 and p j are not conjugate under ψ.
Since the component supporting D contains at least three markings (p1, p2d+1,
and p2d+2), we can find two non-conjugate ones.
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Summing up, the evaluation matrix can be put in the following form:(
ζ1 0
0 ζ1ζ2
)
(the remaining columns are zero). Noticing that D2,i  {ζi  0}, i  1, 2, around
the given point, we have thus found the desired local resolution of R1 π∗L k . In
particular, it follows that π∗L ⊗≥2 is a vector bundle on A˜2.
Base-change: see the proof of [RSPW19a, Lemma 3.7.5.3]. Note that the evaluation
matrix above is an explicit instance of the Grothendieck-Mumford’s complex for
cohomology and base-change, and ζ1ζ2  eρmax .

Proof of Theorem 3.35. Analogous to [Smy11a, Lemma 2.13] and [RSPW19a, Propo-
sition 3.7.6.1]. We recap for the reader’s convenience.
Flatness: is equivalent to π∗L ⊗k being a vector bundle for k ≫ 0 [Sta20, Tag 0D4D].
Basepoint freeness: i.e. existence of the morphism φ. This is clear outside D where
L ⊗k is π− ample. Even on D we have that L ⊗k is π−ample outside of Z . More-
over, from the short exact sequence:
0 → L (−λ)⊗k → L ⊗k → L ⊗k
|kZ
→ 0
and the vanishing of R1π∗L (−λ)⊗k (stability), it is enough to show that for any
x ∈ Z there exists a section of π∗L
⊗k
|kZ
around π(x) which does not vanish in x.
By definition of λ, the line bundle L |Z is the pullback along ψ of a line bundle of
degree one and non-negative multidegree on TZ ; the latter has enough sections.
Properties of the fibres: can be studied after base-change to a generic trait T; we may
assume that the generic point corresponds to a smooth curve, and the closed point
maps to D  D1 ∪D2. Thus
φT : CT → C
′
T
is a birational contraction satisfying φ∗OC  OC′. It follows that C
′
T is a normal
surface. In particular, the central fibre is S1; it is also generically reduced, being
birational to that of CT , thus it is reduced (and Cohen-Macaulay).
Finally, we want to argue that the fibres are Gorenstein outside D1. We may
assume that the special point of T maps to D2 \ D1. Then L is trivial along Z,
which is therefore contracted to a codimension two locus Z′ of C′
T
. Outside of Z, φ
restricts to an isomorphism. The equality of line bundles:
OC′
T
(1)(−
∑
pi)|C′
T
\Z′  ωC/T |CT\Z  ωC′/T |C′T\Z′ ,
together with the fact that ωC′/T is an S2 sheaf, shows that that the latter coincides
with the line bundle OC′
T
(1)(−
∑
pi) on the whole of C
′
T (Hartogs’ Theorem). Thus,
C′
T
is Gorenstein over T.
Compatible contraction of T : can be performed using the line bundle
ωT (DB)(λT)(ψ(p)).
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Well-posedness: the construction of C ′ and T ′ is independent of the choice of mark-
ings respecting the weight function by birational rigidity [Deb01, Lemma 1.15]. 
3.5. Second step: the pushout. With a view towards the moduli space of maps,
D2
1
corresponds to the hyperelliptic component Dhypell,k, see Section 4.1. Over this
locus it is therefore natural to require factorisation through the hyperelliptic cover:
in terms of Gorenstein singularities, this produces ribbons. They can also be used to
interpolate between isolated singularities over D0
1
- this is completely natural from
the point of view of piecewise-linear functions on the tropical side, and serves as
a correction of the failure of C ′ at being Gorenstein. We introduce them over D1
1
as well, even though this locus is not in the image of the moduli space of maps:
the bottom line is that a line bundle of degree one or two on a curve of genus two
has enough sections to give a morphism to projective space if and only if it is the
dualising line bundle. We also deal with the (non-geometric) case that the weight
splits onto two components of weight one and genus one: in this case the canonical
has basepoints; we replace the hyperelliptic cover with the restriction of ψ to the
relevant subcurve.
Recall that Z ′ was defined as the image of Z under φ. First, we prove that the
definition of Z ′ commutes with base-change to a generic trait; then, we will show
that the pushout construction commutes with such a base-change, and thus we
may reduce to the case of surfaces in order to study the singularities of the fibres.
Proposition 3.39. Let Z ′ be the subscheme of C ′ defined by the ideal sheaf φ∗OC (−λ) and
supported on D. Then we have:
(1) R1φ∗OC (−λ)  0, in particular φ∗OC (−λ)  Fitt(φ∗OZ );
(2) For every generic trait ∆
ι
−→ A˜, the definition of Z ′ commutes with base change,
i.e., ι∗φ∗OC (−λ)  φ∆∗OC∆(−λ).
The analogous statements about T ′
Z
hold as well.
Proof. The discussion has been somewhat inspired by [Tei77, §1].
(1) Let Cs be a fiber on which φs is not an isomorphism; in particular λs , 0.
Working locally on the base, we can choose smooth and disjoint sections p1 . . . , pd
of C respecting the weight function. It is enough to prove that R1φ∗OC (−λ)(kp)  0
for k ≫ 0. Indeed, once we know the latter vanishing, since φ is an isomorphism
around p, we have that OC (kp)  φ∗OC ′(kp′) and thus
0  R1φ∗OC (−λ)(kp)  H
1(Rφ∗OC (−λ)(kp))
 H1(Rφ∗OC (−λ) ⊗ φ
∗
OC ′(kp
′))  R1φ∗OC (−λ) ⊗ OC ′(kp
′)
implying the desired vanishing.
From the spectral sequence computing Rπ′∗ ◦Rφ∗, the five-terms exact sequence:
0 → R1π′∗φ∗OC (−λ)(kp) → R
1π∗OC (−λ)(kp) → π
′
∗R
1φ∗OC (−λ)(kp)
ends there, because the next term would involve an R2 π′∗(−), that vanishes as the
fibre dimension is bounded by one.
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Notice that if R1π∗OC (−λ)(kp) ⊗ k(s)  0 for those s where φs is not an isomor-
phism, so is π′∗R
1φ∗OC (−λ)(kp) ⊗ k(s).
On the other hand, R1φ∗OC (−λ)(kp) is a coherent sheaf supported on the closed
locus V′ in C ′ over which the fiber of φ has positive dimension. The latter is finite
over A˜, and thus π′∗R
1φ∗OC (−λ)(kp) ⊗ k(s)  0 implies R1φ∗OC (−λ)(kp) ⊗ k(x)  0
for each x ∈ V′s .
Since R1π∗OC (−λ)(kp) satisfies cohomology and base change, the vanishing can
be checked after restricting to a fibre. Let Zs denote the support of λs , Ci the trees
rooted at the vertices of ∂△, and ei the first edges encountered in △
◦. Taking the
normalisation of Cs at the nodes corresponding to the edges ei we get
0→ OCs (−λ)(kp) → OZs (−λ) ⊕
⊕
i
OCi (−λ)(kp) →
⊕
i
Cei → 0.
The evaluation map on the nodes ei is clearly surjective at the level ofH
0, as the line
bundle restricted to Ci is very ample for k big enough, and the desired vanishing
follows from that of H1(OZs (−λs)), which can be argued by the definition of λ and
Serre duality.
(2) We already know that the construction of C ′ commutes with base change, so
the following diagram is Cartesian:
C∆ C
′
∆
C C ′.
φ∆
ι  ι′
φ
Furthermore, since the source and target are smooth, ∆ ֒→ A˜ is an l.c.i morphism,
and so are ι and ι′; it thus follows from [Kuz06, Corollary 2.27] that
Lι′∗Rφ∗OC (−λ)  Rφ∆∗Lι
∗
OC (−λ).
On the other hand, the higher pushforward vanishes by the previous point, i.e.
Rφ∗OC (−λ)  φ∗OC (−λ), and Lι∗OC (−λ)  OC∆(−λ) because it is a line bundle,
hence the derived statement is equivalent to what we want.

Proposition 3.40. The restriction of Z ′ toD1 is a flat family of Gorenstein curves of genus
two. Similarly, T ′
Z
is a flat family of Gorenstein curves of genus zero (i.e. at worst nodal).
Notice that C ′ is not always Gorenstein over D1, in particular it can be the de-
composable union of Z ′ with some lines. For the proof we need the following:
Lemma 3.41. D1 is a reduced divisor.
Proof. D1 is a Cartier divisor in a smooth ambient space, so it is enough to check
that it is generically reduced.
The generic point of D1 looks like in Figure 13.
Therefore, a generic trait with uniformiser t will intersect D1 in (t). 
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1 1
. . .
1
g=2
FIGURE 13. λ at the generic point of D1.
Proof of Proposition 3.40. We may change the base to a generic trait ∆ with closed
point mapping to the given point of D1:
C C′
∆
φ
π
π′
so C is a smooth surface, φ is a birational contraction, which is an isomorphism
outside the divisor Z defined by IZ  OC(−λ). Notice that there is a subcurve of
Z on which the line bundle defining the contraction is ample, therefore Z′ ⊆ C′
has pure codimension one. We want to show that ωZ′ is a line bundle and that
χ(ωZ′ )  1 (equivalently, pa(Z′)  2).
Recall that, by Grothendieck duality:
ωZ′  E xt
1
C′(OZ′ , ωC′)  H omC(IZ′ , ωC′)|Z′ .
By adjunction for the Cartier divisor Z ⊆ C, there is a short exact sequence:
(7) 0 → ωC → ωC(λ) → ωZ → 0,
which stays exact after pushforward along φ by Grauert-Riemenschneider vanish-
ing [KM08, Corollary 2.68]. By applying H omOC′(−, ωC′) to the exact sequence:
0 → φ∗OC(−λ) → OC′ → OZ′ → 0,
we obtain the bottom row of the following diagram:
0 φ∗ωC φ∗ωC(λ) φ∗ωZ 0
0 ωC′ H omC(φ∗OC(−λ), ωC′) ωZ′ 0
By Grothendieck duality (φ∗ ⊣ φ! and φ!ωC′  ωC) and the snake lemma, we con-
clude that the vertical arrows are isomorphisms. This implies that ωZ′ is a line
bundle if φ∗ωC(λ) is. Since the sections p are away from Exc(φ), by construction
φ∗ωC(λ)  OC′(1)(−φ(p))
is a line bundle. We have thus proved that Z′ is Gorenstein.
Moreover, φ∗ωZ  ωZ′ . Now, to prove that χ(ωZ′ )  1 it is enough to prove that
χ(ωZ′ )  χ(ωZ). Indeed, over D1, the definition of λ and adjunction (7) show that
ωC(λ) restricts to a line bundle of degree two on Z, which is therefore a curve of
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genus two. Since φ∗OZ  OZ′ , it is enough to prove the vanishing of R
1 φ∗OZ . By
Proposition 3.39, R1 φ∗OZ ≃ R
1 φ∗OC , therefore the desired statement is equivalent
to the fact the C′ has rational singularities. This follows from φ∗ωC  ωC′ , see for
example [Kov17]. We have thus proved that Z′ has genus two.
In order to prove the flatness of Z ′
D1
→ D1, it is sufficient to show that
π′∗(OZ′D1
⊗ OC ′(n))
is a vector bundle on D1 for n large enough. Since D1 is a reduced divisor (Lemma
3.41), we only have to show that its rank is constant along D1. It is easy to see that:
OC ′(1)|Z′
D i
1
 ωi+1
Z′
D i
1
, i  0, 1, 2.
Since Z ′
D1
is a curve of genus two, it follows from Riemann-Roch that
H0(Z′s , ω
⊗n(i+1)
Z′s
)  2(i + 1)n − 1,
so it is enough to show that OC ′(1)|Z′
D i
1
satisfies cohomology and base-change. For
this, we observe the short exact sequence:
0 π′∗(φ∗OC (−λ) ⊗ OC ′(n)) π
′
∗OC ′(n) π
′
∗OC ′(n)|Z′ 0
π∗(ω⊗nπ (np) ⊗ OC ((n − 1)λ))

As C and C ′ are flat over the base, and both ωπ(p) and OC ′(1) are relatively am-
ple, the first two bundles satisfy cohomology and base-change. It follows from a
diagram-chase that so does the third. We have thus proved that Z ′ is flat on D1.
The statement about T ′
Z
can be proven in an analogous (but easier) fashion. 
Proof of Theorem 3.37. Noticing that Z ′ → T ′
Z
is finite, the existence of the pushout
as a scheme over A˜2 follows from results of D. Ferrand [Fer03]. We have already
proved that the construction ofC ′, Z ′, andT ′
Z
commuteswith pullback to a generic
trait. The pushout does as well in virtue of [Sta20, Tag 0ECK]. So, in order to prove
that the fibres of C are Gorenstein, we may work with fibred surfaces, in which
case we may apply some results of M. Reid [Rei94].
Following [Rei94, § 2.1], φ¯ : C′ → C is the normalisation, with conductor:
Ann(φ¯∗OC′/OC)  Ann(ψ∗OZ′/OT′Z ).
Since ψ is a double cover, it is in particular flat, and ψ∗OZ′/OT′
Z
is a line bundle;
it follows from [Rei94, Proposition 2.2] that C is S2.
Moreover, we have seen in the proof of Proposition 3.40 that
ωC′(Z
′)  H omC ′(IZ′ , ωC ′)
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is a line bundle on C′. Since ψ : Z′ → T′Z is a double cover of a (nodal chain of)
rational curve(s), it follows that the kernel of the canonical map ψ∗ωZ′ → ωT′
Z
is a
line bundle as well. The criterion of [Rei94, Corollary 2.8 (iv)] allows us to conclude
that C is Gorenstein.
Finally, the statement about weights is obvious from the construction of λ. 
3.5.1. Markings. To avoid overloading the notation and the exposition, we have
so far considered only weighted admissible covers without markings. However,
with the application to stable maps in mind, markings are necessary to impose
cohomological constraints using the evaluation maps. Our construction extends to
the marked version essentially unchanged. We can consider:
Definition 3.42. A weighted admissible cover with markings consists of:(
ψ : (C,DR , x) → (T,DB , y  ψ(x)), w : V(⊏) → N
)
such that DR and x are separately disjoint (multi-)sections of C, and T is weighted-
stable, i.e every weight-zero component has at least three special points between
markings and nodes. We denote the moduli space of weighted admissible covers
with n markings by A wt2,n .
Markings are represented by infinitely long legs on ⊏. They play no role in the
alignment: admissible functions will have slope 1 along them, and the infinite legs
will be subdivided accordingly. In particular, if a marking is supported on a vertex
of △◦, then we may sprout (blow-up) the marking as many times as it is necessary
for its strict transform to be supported on a vertex of ∂△.
Theorem 3.43. There exists a logarithmically étale modification A˜2,n → A
wt
2,n parametris-
ing aligned weighted admissible covers with markings. The moduli space A˜2,n is a loga-
rithmically smooth DM stack with locally free logarithmic structure.
In particular, the strict transform of the markings never touches the singularity.
Theorem 3.44. There is a diagram of flat families of projective, Gorenstein curves of arith-
metic genus two, with n corresponding disjoint sections of the smooth locus:
C˜
C C
A˜2,n
x˜
Moreover, the weight of the minimal subcurve of genus two in C is at least three.
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4. A MODULAR DESINGULARISATION OF M2,n(P
r , d)MAIN
4.1. Irreducible components. We draw the weighted dual graph of the general
member of all possible irreducible components ofM2(P
r , d). Our running conven-
tion is that a white vertex corresponds to a contracted component, a gray one to a
genus two subcurve covering a line two-to-one, and a black vertex corresponds to
a non-special subcurve. Vertices are labelled with their genus and weight.
(1) main is the closure of the locus of maps from a smooth curve of genus two;
(2) Dk 
 g  2, d  0
g  0, d1
g  0, dk
g  0, d2
. . .

(3) Dhypell,k 
 g  2, d0  2
g  0, d1
g  0, dk
g  0, d2
. . .

(4) E k 

g  1, d0
g  1,
d  0
g  0, d1
g  0, dk
g  0, d2
. . .

(5) E (k1 ,k2) 

g  1,
d  0
g  0, d1,1
g  0, d1,k1
g  0, d1,2
g  0, d0
g  1,
d  0
g  0, d2,1
g  0, d2,k2
g  0, d2,2
. . .. . .

(6) Ebr 

g  0, d1
g  0, dk
g  0, d2
. . .
g  0, d0
g  1,
d  0

This is taken from the first author’s PhD thesis [Bat18], and is implicit in [HLN18].
4.2. Factorisation through a Gorenstein curve.
Definition 4.1. Let A2,n(P
r , d) be defined by the following Cartesian diagram:
A2,n(P
r , d) M2,n(Pr , d)
A wt2,n M
wt
2,n .

It can be described as a space of maps and admissible covers with the same source:
(C,DR , x) Pr
(T,DB , ψ(x))
ψ
f
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subject to the stability condition that, if σ : C → C is the hyperelliptic involution,
ωC(x) ⊗ f
∗
O(2) ⊗ σ∗ f ∗O(2)
is relatively ample.
Remark 4.2. On the locus of maps from a smooth curve, A2,n(P
r , d) → M2,n(Pr , d)
is an isomorphism; therefore, their main components are birational.
Definition 4.3. More generally, for a polarised variety (X,OX(1)) and β ∈ H
+
2 (X,Z),
we can define the moduli space A2,n(X, β) of admissible maps to X.
Definition 4.4. Let A˜2,n(X, β) denote the fibre product:
A˜2,n(X, β) A2,n(X, β)
A˜2,n A
wt
2,n .

We call it the moduli space of aligned admissible maps.
Remark 4.5. A˜2,n(X, β) is logarithmically étale over A2,n(X, β). It comes with uni-
versal structures:
C˜
C C X
T
p
f˜
f
ψ
Definition 4.6. Let VZ2,n(X, β) ⊆ A˜2,n(X, β) be the locus of maps such that f˜ : C˜ →
X factors through a map f¯ : C → X. We call it the moduli space of aligned admis-
sible maps satisfying the factorisation property3.
Theorem 4.7. VZ2,n(X, β) ⊆ A˜2,n(X, β) is a closed substack. If X is smooth, there is a
perfect obstruction theory:
(R• π¯∗ f¯
∗TX)
∨ → L•
VZ2,n(X,β)/A˜2,n
endowing VZ2,n(X, β) with a virtual fundamental class in Avdim(VZ2,n(X, β)), where:
vdim(VZ2,n(X, β))  3 − dim(X) + n − KX · β.
Proof. For the proof of the first claim, we refer the reader to [RSPW19a, Theorem
4.3]. The second claim goes back to K. Behrend and B. Fantechi [BF97, Proposition
6.3]. 
3The notation is reminiscent of the celebrated desingularisation of M1,n(P
r , d)main due to R.Vakil
and A. Zinger [VZ08].
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Definition 4.8. Let evi : VZ2,n(X, β) → X denote the evaluation map at the i-th
marked point, i  1, . . . , n. Let α1, . . . , αn ∈ H∗(X) be cohomology classes on the
target manifold. The reduced genus two Gromov-Witten invariants are defined as:
〈α1, . . . , αn〉
X,red
2,β,n 
∫
[VZ2,n(X,β)]vir
ev∗1 α1 ∪ . . . ∪ ev
∗
n αn .
Theorem 4.9. For d ≥ 3, VZ2,n(P
r , d) is a desingularisation of M2,n(Pr , d)main.
Proof. Consider the factorisation:
VZ2,n(P
r , d) → Pic
A˜2,n
→ A˜2,n .
Obstructions to the first map can be found inH1(C, L) - where L  f¯ ∗OPr (1) -, which
vanishes for degree reasons (see the final claim of Theorem 3.37). Obstructions to
the second map lie in H2(C ,O), which vanishes by dimension reasons. The map
is therefore unobstructed. The base is smooth by Theorem 3.21. We conclude that
VZ2,n(P
r , d) is smooth as well. Since it is proper and it contains the locus of maps
from a smooth curve as an open dense, VZ2,n(P
r , d) → M2,n(Pr , d)main is birational
(see Remarks 4.2 and 4.5). 
Remark 4.10. A posteriori, it can be be noticed that aligning and the factorisation
property do not alter the main component ofM2(P
r , 2), which therefore is already
smooth.
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